The International Organization for Migration (IOM) is an intergovernmental humanitarian organization established in 1951 and is committed to the principle that humane and orderly migration benefits both migrants and society.

In the framework of **Enhancing Border Management Capacity and Humanitarian Services along Iraq Borders** Iraq mission now invites Expression of Interest (EOI) from Companies for the **Purchase, Conversion and Supply of three to four (quantity subject to budget availability) 6x4-Trucks of any of the following IOM Preferences: Mercedes, Hino, Isuzu, or Mitsubishi**, to serve as **Mobile Border Post Unit (MBPU)** which would be a temporarily designated processing point (Mobile Office) along Iraq borders at **sites where there currently is no immigration infrastructure or officer presence.** MBPU shall consists of the following components: 1) Vehicle as base, 2) Office Container 20ft, 3) Generator, 4) AC Unit, 5) furniture, 6) Water Tank and 7) other accessories. More details will be outlined in the Invitation to Bid.

The Expression of Interest shall contain information on the following:

- Company profile including updated registration licenses specialized in automobile (cars) trading.
- Previous experience in customization and conversion of trucks and vehicles during past three years.
- Current bank statement or annual turnover with a total value not less than USD 500,000/-. 
- Willingness to accept IOM payment Terms which is 100% payment after delivery to final destination in Iraq or Bank Guarantee against advance payments.

➢ The Expression of Interest shall be submitted electronically via email to **IRAQMUTENDER@iom.int** "no later than [12-Mar-2020 at 11 AM].** Mentioning the title in the subject line late email will be disqualified,

➢ please note that our server capacity can receive less than 9 GB per email please make sure the set of documents capacity does not exceed the 9 GB

On the basis of the above information, IOM shall draw up the shortlist of Companies Only Short-listed Companies/Service Providers will be invited to submit technical and financial proposals.

IOM reserves the right to accept or reject any Expression of Interest, and to cancel the selection process and reject all Expression at any time, without thereby incurring any liability to the affected Companies/Service Providers.

Very truly yours,

*Procurement unit*